Consider the nonuniformly parabolic operator n n Lu= J atí(x, t)ux¡x¡+ 2 b¡(x, t)ux. Sufficient conditions on c are found which guarantee existence of a unique solution u e C2+x to the first initial-boundary value problem Lu=f(x, t), u=y, on the normal boundary of D, where V e C1+x. Existence is proved by direct application of a fixed point theorem due to Schauder using existence of a solution to the linear problem as well as a priori estimates.
Introduction.
We shall be concerned with existence of a solution to the first initial-boundary value problem for the second-order nonlinear nonuniformly parabolic operator n n (1.1) Lu = 2 auux.Xj + J b\x, t)ux. -c(x, t, u)ut + d(x, t)u,
where u and all coefficients of L are real-valued functions defined for (x,t)=(xx, ■ • ■ , xn, t) in an (w-H)-dimensional, bounded, convex domain D. Subscripts will be used to denote differentiation.
We will assume that L is parabolic; that is, for some y>0 and for any real vector f ?±0. Assume that the coefficient c(x, t, w)=0 but is not necessarily bounded away from zero. Since c(x, t, u) may be zero for some (x, t)e D, L may be a degenerate parabolic operator. Note that c may be a function of u as well as of x and t. The author has already proved the existence of a unique solution to the first initial-boundary value problem for the linear equation (1. 3) Mu = 2 auux¡x. + J b*uXi -c(x, t)ut + d(x, t)u = f(x, t)
in [4] . Existence of a solution to the nonlinear problem is proved with the aid of a fixed point theorem due to Schauder. We shall also use the fact that we can obtain a solution to the linear initial-boundary value problem together with a priori estimates obtained in [4] . This partial differential equation arises in applications to studies dealing with fluid flow through porous media. One such application [3] deals with diffusion and filtration of lipid-protein complexes and oxygen through the arterial wall and into surrounding tissue. Historically, the porosity coefficient c has been assumed to be a positive constant, which is an average obtained in studying a healthy artery. However, tissue, as well as blood, is a heterogeneous composite of materials. In the case of a nonhealthy artery (as in atherosclerosis), it is precisely this heterogeneity which is of interest. The coefficient of porosity c(x, t, u) is more accurately and usefully described as a coefficient of space, time, and pressure.
2. Notation and the linear first initial-boundary value problem. We shall use the same notation as A. Friedman [2, p. 40 ] to describe the domain D. As stated in the introduction, D is a bounded, convex, (n+l)-dimensional domain in Rn+1, where (x, t)=(xx, • ■ ■ ,xn, t) represents a variable point in R7l+X. dD denotes the boundary of D. Thus, dD=B+ BT+S, where B is a domain in Rn x {0}, BT (7>0) is a domain in Rn X {T}, and 5 is a manifold, not necessarily connected, in R"x(0, T]. S+B therefore denotes the parabolic, or normal, boundary of D.
Let DT=Dn(Rnx(0, t)), BT=Dry(R"x{T}), and ST = SC\(R7ix (0, r]). Assume that for each r e (0, T), BT is a domain. Then, for every (x, t) in D, 0<r<T, if S(x, r) = Dr+Br, then (S(x, r))~-S(x, r)=B+Sr, where (S(x, t))~ denotes the closure of (S(x, t)). Also, assume that the following is a condition on D: There exists a simple continuous curve a connecting B to BT along which the (-coordinate is nondecreasing. By Friedman's work, we were guaranteed a unique solution uke C2+xiD). We were able to show that the sequence {uk} obtained in this manner is Cauchy in the Banach space C2^a(£>) and does, in fact, converge to the unique solution of the first initial-boundary value problem (2.1).
These uk, incidentally, satisfy (3.3) l(«*n2+a Ú kmRi\w\2+1 + l/l.).
If lvjl2+a+l/L>0, there is some uK such that \(u-uK) |2+<z<|y|2+a+ I/I». Since uK satisfies (3.1), we may conclude that l"l*+a = l(" -uK + uK)~\2+x < \(u -uK)~\2+a + Kw^)-|2+a = (if in. + i/i.) + Ki/2R(m2+x + i/ü = (l + WtXffl». + l/l.).
We have just proved the following theorem. (ii) <f> is continuous in |: \2+x on A. We will then be able to apply the Schauder fixed point theorem of [2, p. 189 ] to obtain an element ueC2+x(D) such that <p(u)=u. Then u will be a solution to (4.1) and we will have proved the desired existence theorem.
An argument similar to that given by Friedman in [2] allows us to assume that y=0 on B+S. We will assume that c(x, t, u) is Lipschitz continuous with respect to u in the | 7 \x norm. That is, if (x, t)e D A fixed point theorem due to Schauder [2, p. 189] can be used to conclude that there exists a function u e A for which <f>(u) = u. We have thus proved the following theorem. Proof.
The uniqueness of the solution to the nonlinear problem (4.1) follows from uniqueness of the solution to the linear problem of Theorem 2.4 by a well-known argument using the mean-value theorem. See for example a paper by A. P. Calderón [1, p. 35] , or extend in a straightforward manner the argument given by A. Friedman [2, p. 41] .
